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A Checklist for the Cult of Uncertainty

Customers say: “What’s going to happen?”

Employees say: “We aren’t sure.” There is no consistency.

If you check any of the following, you are at risk of being in the cult of uncertainty.

- Service is inconsistent.
- Internal processes and communication are inconsistent and disorganized.
- Customer retention is not where it should be.
- Employees aren’t sure what the company’s vision and brand promise are.
- Customers aren’t sure what the company’s brand promise is.
- There is occasional dissension or lack of trust within staff ranks.
- Employees and customers are unable to access upper management.
- There is no system in place to share best practices.
- There is little or no celebration of success.
- Employees may be in the wrong job.
- Employees feel a lack appreciation.
- Training is inconsistent or sporadic. It is an occasional add-on versus a part of the company culture.
- There is little or no soft-skills training in communication skills, customer service skills, or the like.
- Performance reviews are not executed regularly or with relevance to employee or company goals.
- Employees don't feel as though they are part of a team.
- Employees have little or no authority to act independently to help the customer.
- There is a company-wide lack of motivation and an attitude of indifference.
- The company is operations-focused instead of customer-focused.

This is the cult you do not want to belong to. Employees and customers tend to have little or no confidence in their experience with the company. Most companies, whether they know it or not, operate inconsistently. Even the great ones occasionally drift into this cult. It takes constant attention, especially to the details, to get out of this cult and stay out.
A Checklist for the Cult of Alignment

Customers say: “Okay, I hear what you’re promising. Prove it to me.”

Employees say: “Okay, I understand what we’re promising. Prove it to me, so that I can prove it to the customer.”

If any of the following are not checked, you may not be in the cult of alignment. (Note: Not all need to be checked for you to be in alignment. Some of the following statements may not be applicable to your company or your situation.)

- The organization has created a simple and clear vision—a brand promise and/or a mantra.
- All employees understand and are able to repeat the mantra and/or brand promise.
- The company is hiring and promoting the right person for the right job.
- Employee training is not conducted as an afterthought, and it does not focus solely on product and service details. Soft-skills training is included, and a separate and comprehensive training regimen focuses on fulfilling the brand promise to customers.
- The organization continuously assesses itself by surveying employees and customers.
- Everyone wants to improve. Business as usual is not good enough.
- Members of the company commit to improving the experience not just for customers, but for employees as well.
- The organization is moving toward being customer-focused, rather than operations-focused.
- Both employees and customers know where they’re supposed to be going.
- Both employees and customers like where they’re supposed to be going.

When you start focusing on how to repeat experiences that support both customers and employees, you are moving out of the cult of alignment and into the cult of experience.
A Checklist for the Cult of Experience

Customers say: “I had a good experience. What will happen next time?”

Employees say: “Wow! It works. I created a good experience for my customer.”

If any of the following are not checked, you may not be operating in the cult of experience. (Note: Not all need to be checked for you to be in experience. Some of the following statements may not be applicable to your company or your situation.)

All that you checked in the cult of alignment plus…

- Employees have a personal sense of mission that relates to the job.
- The organization has created an experience that relates to that mission.
- Employees know what the organization’s mantra and/or brand promise is, and they’re getting reinforced at some level for fulfilling that mantra.
- Employees are starting to feel empowered.
- Employees receive positive feedback for trying to do the right thing.
- Employees who are involved in creating the organization’s virtual or online experience find ways to make the process easy for the customer, not just for internal staff members.
- Significant numbers of employees are now customer-focused. The customer has begun the process of expecting more from the organization or, at a minimum, expecting more of the same.
- Typical day-to-day customer and employee experiences are positive.

When these positive experiences become the norm, confidence starts to build. Once these experiences are predictable and expected, you are moving out of the cult of experience and into the cult of ownership.
A Checklist for the Cult of Ownership

Customers say: “Wow! I had another great experience . . . and another one. There’s a pattern here. It’s predictable. I like this company.”

Employees say: “I know what to do. I have confidence. This is where I belong.”

If any of the following are not checked, you may not be operating in the cult of ownership. (Note: Not all need to be checked for you to be in ownership. Some of the following statements may not be applicable to your company or your situation.)

All that you checked in the cults of alignment and experience plus…

- Strong levels of employee engagement are the norm (not the exception) in the organization.
- Higher-than-average retention numbers exist among frontline employees.
- Formal internal processes have been implemented to empower employees to fix problems.
- Regular discussion of Moments of Magic types of stories takes place, and there is substantial praise/reward for people who contribute to those discussions.
- Regular discussion of Moments of Innovation types of ideas occurs, and there is praise/reward for people who contribute to those discussions.
- Questions that resemble Acceleration Questions are regularly posed during team meetings.
- Proactive, habitual preparation for those questions takes place among employees.
- Deep concerns at all levels of the organization for the quality of the customer experience are voiced regularly.
- Employees have developed the ability to bounce back and recover quickly in situations where there’s a challenge with a customer by fixing the problem with a sense of urgency and with the right attitude.

When customers come to expect not just positive, but above-average responses from you, and start recommending you to others as a result, you are moving out of the cult of ownership and into the cult of amazement.
A Checklist for the Cult of Amazement

Customers say: “This company is great. You must do business with them!” They become your evangelists!

Employees say: “I love working here!” They tell everyone how great the company is. They become your evangelists!

If any of the following are not checked, you may not be operating in the cult of amazement. (Note: Not all of these need to be checked for you to be in amazement. Some of the following statements may not be applicable to your company or your situation.)

All that you checked in the cults of alignment, experience, and ownership plus…

☐ Your customers act as evangelists for the organization.
☐ Your employees act as evangelists for the organization.
☐ The experience you deliver may not be perfect, but it is consistently and predictably good—typically above average and sometimes even amazing!
☐ Customers and employees expect you to meet your own standards, and they trust that those standards are high.
☐ You have high employee-retention numbers.
☐ Your organization exceeds people's expectations in its own unique way.
☐ Ultimately, your real competition is yourself.

Being in the cult of amazement means you have mastered alignment, experience, and ownership. Staying in amazement is the true test; it is very easy to fall out of amazement once you have entered it. One employee or one mistake can make a customer uncertain. Should that happen, you must restore confidence. When customers know they can count on you, even if there are problems, you will always have their loyalty. The customer loyalty formula is:

Great Service + Confidence = Loyalty

And loyalty can eventually turn into evangelism.
What Cult Are You In?

Mark where you think your business is operating among the five cults. Then in the space below, explain why you think your organization rates where it does. What could you do to move further up the scale? If you believe you are already in the cult of amazement, what can you do to ensure you stay there? What might cause you to slip, and how can you avoid it?

What is your current cult, and why?

What do you need to do to move to the next cult, if you are not already in the cult of amazement?

What must you do to ensure that you do not slip to a lower cult?
The Touch Points Chain
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YOUR CHAIN OF TOUCH POINTS
Impact Point Awareness

TOUCH POINT:

IMPACT POINT:

TOUCH POINT:

IMPACT POINT:
**Moments of Magic® Strategy Grid**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOUCH POINT</th>
<th>MOMENTS OF MAGIC STRATEGY</th>
<th>OUTCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Moments of Misery™ Strategy Grid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOMENT OF MISERY</th>
<th>HOW OFTEN?</th>
<th>PREVENTION / SOLUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moments of Magic® Card

OVERVIEW: People can relate to a story, especially when it is their own. Part of the success of any customer service/experience program is to have all employees on board, with the customer always in mind. When employees are sharing their stories on a regular schedule (once a week), you know that they are at least thinking of how they can deliver extraordinary service.

INSTRUCTIONS: Fill out the the Moments of Magic® form below with one of your own personal examples. This exercise should be completed once a week. Unless you are operating as a solo entrepreneur, these cards should be turned in to a manager.

Note to manager: Give feedback. Share great stories with others in the company.

Name:

A Moment of Truth is any time someone comes into contact with us or our company. Individually, these contacts are referred to as touch points.

It can be good, it can be bad, or it can be just average ("OK" or satisfactory).

A Moment of Magic® is anything that is better than just "OK." Sometimes, it’s even amazing.

Briefly describe a Moment of Magic that you created for either a customer or fellow employee. This can come from resolving a complaint, helping a customer in need or simply creating an amazing customer experience.

Manager Comment:
Moments of Innovation™ Card

OVERVIEW: This exercise can keep your team thinking about how to always be improving their company, their individual responsibilities and themselves. It is all about process improvement and creating a better customer experience.

INSTRUCTIONS: Fill out the the Moments of Innovation™ form below with one of your own personal examples. This is an exercise that should be completed once every week.

Manager Comment:

Name:

Moments of Innovation

A Moment of Innovation is any time an employee comes up with an idea or suggestion to make a change to the job, a procedure, or anything that could increase production, decrease cost or positively impact the customer.

The end result is some type of change or improvement that makes things better, giving employees input in the way things are done and giving them a say in the company.

Sometimes, being prompted to brainstorm ideas is the best way to think creatively and come up with some incredible suggestions! Use this card to create your own Moment of Innovation.

Manager Comment:
ONLINE CUSTOMER SERVICE PROGRAMS

Available from Shepard Virtual Training

The Customer Focus™*
Your introduction to amazement: The Customer Focus™ walks through my famous cab story and various ways to create an Amazing customer experience by seizing, transforming and improving the moment. Completion time various. We suggest allowing approximately 7-8 weeks to complete the entire course. Includes four courses with a total of 23 chapters.

Amaze the Customer Every Time
Based on my bestselling book of the same name, this program gives 52 of the best practices, tactics and strategies on how to deliver Amazing customer service. Sorted into five categories — leadership, culture, one-on-one interaction, desire for sustainable competitive advantages and community contribution — this program can be completed over the course of a year, one tool each week.

5 Ways to Create an Amazing Customer Service Experience*
Learn how to create an Amazing customer service experience in every single customer interaction, every time. This short course only takes 15-20 minutes.

Six Steps to Create a Customer-Focused Culture
Designed for company leaders and executives, renew the importance of making good decisions for both your organization and customers. This program teaches how customer service starts at the top, and that leaders are responsible for setting an example for everyone.

How to Manage Angry Customers and Handle Complaints
This program gives organizations complaint resolutions and teaches how to properly deal with angry customers. It includes key tools and phrases to use in any situation, ensuring customers still leave with a good experience.

Be Amazing or Go Home
Based on my bestselling book of the same name, learn how to be Amazing through the Seven Amazement Habits, containing over 25 tips and pointers. Each of these are easy to implement right away, helping you achieve Amazement in both your professional and personal life.

Onsite Training Available:
The Customer Focus™ One-Day Workshop
The Customer Focus™ Corporate Series

Customer service is not a department. It is a philosophy to be embraced by everyone.